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ABSTRACT

observed [4,5].

Background: Total situs inversus, (also called situs
transversus or oppositus) known as mirror image
dextrocardia, is characterized by a heart on the right
side of the midline while the liver is on the left side.
Situs Inversus Totalis (SIT) is a congenital anomaly
characterized by complete transposition of abdominal
and thoracic organs. Patients with this anomaly usually lead a normal life. We report a fourteen-year-old
Nigerian who was found to have dextrocardia with
situs inversus totalis while presenting for treatment
for a different problem. Conclusion: Situs inversus
totalis is a rare finding. This report underscores the
need for routine screening of children so that such
congenital anomalies can be identified and complications that follow it averted timely.

2. CASE PRESENTATION
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1. INTRODUCTION
Situs inversus, first described by Aristotle in animals and
Fabricius in humans, is an uncommon anomaly with an
incidence varying from one in 4000 to one in 20,000 live
births [1,2]. Situs inversus is generally an autosomal recessive genetic condition, although it can be X-linked or
found in identical twins [3]. There is a 5% - 10% prevalence of congenital heart disease in individuals with situs
inversus totalis, most commonly transposition of the great
vessels. The incidence of congenital heart disease is 95%
in situs inversus with levocardia [3].
This condition is found to be associated with cardiac
and splenic malformations [3]. However in approximately 20% - 25% of patients, associated Primary Ciliary DySkinesia (PCD) and Kartagener’s syndrome may also be
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AI is a 14-year-old male who presented with cough and
noisy breathing of one year duration. There had been a
history of snoring at night and stridor. Examination revealed a young male child who had adenoid facies
(O-shaped mouth, drooping of eye lids) with apex located at the 4th RIGHT Intercostal space mid clavicular
line.
A diagnosis of adenoid hypertrophy was made. Chest
X-ray showed the heart on the RIGHT side and gastric
shadows on the RIGHT. See Figure 1. Abdominal ultrasound showed the spleen on the right side. 2 D echocardiogram showed dextrocardia and liver on the left while
ECG also showed dextrocardia. See Figures 2 and 3 and
skull X-ray showed shadows and thickening of the nasal
and paranasal sinuses. See Figure 4.
A diagnosis of situs inversus totalis with chronic sinusitis and adenoid hypertrophy were made.
Patient however remained asymptomatic.

3. DISCUSSION
This is a first case we have seen since we moved to our
new site. In the absence of congenital heart defects, individuals with situs inversus are phenotypically unimpaired, and can lead normal healthy lives, without any
complications related to their medical condition [2]. This
is akin to our patient who presented only with cough but
situs was detected incidentally.
Dextrocardia with situs inversus is a rare condition
occurring in about one per 10,000 in the general population. There is no racial predilection for situs inversus and
the male-to-female incidence is 1:1. Our patient is a male
child, however since this is the first case we saw in recent times, we cannot hazard any sex predilection. This
anomaly may not be diagnosed until late in life [5]. In
some cases, it is associated with primary ciliary dyskinesia and splenic malformations in some individuals
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Figure 1. Note the L mark at the top left corner of the X-ray.
The X-ray shows the heart and gastric shadows on the right.

Figure 2. This shows 2 D echocardiogram of our patient; note
the dextrocardia. Right heart chambers (right atrium and right
ventricles) are in the left position and the left heart chamber
(left atrium and left ventricle) are in the right. The liver (Marked L) is in the left.

[5]. This is similar to our case where diagnosis was made
at 14 years. We also noted associated chronic sinusitis
and adenoid hypertrophy. Since there is no bronchiogram
in our institution, we cannot diagnose bronchiochtasis
with certainty, thus kertenigiers syndrome was kept in
view. Kartagener syndrome is typified by bronchiectasis,
sinusitis, and situs inversus and affects 20% of patients
with situs inversus; however, only 50% of patients with
Kartagener syndrome have situs inversus [6,7].
When situs cannot be determined, it is called situs ambiguous or heterotaxy. In these patients, the liver may be
midline, the spleen absent or multiple, the atrial morphology unclear, and the bowel malrotated [8]. This is
not what we obtained in our patient.
The arrangements of the position of the abdominal visCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 3. ECG (electrocardiogram) findings of our patient.

cera in dextrocardia may be normal (situs solitus), reversed (situs inversus), and indeterminate (situs ambiguous or isomerism) in 32% - 35%, 35% - 39% and 26% 28% of cases respectively [8]. Ours was of reverse type.
Situs invertus has been linked with a number of factors
including autosomal recessive gene with incomplete penetrance, maternal diabetes, cocaine use and conjoined
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Figure 4. CXR of the patient showing soft-tissue opacity along
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